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parliamentarism, and liable to grow beyond the control of
parliament. The social connexion between Church, Monar-
chists and Army leaders has been already described. Every sou
spent on increasing France's military power seemed to streng-
then the social classes most dangerous to the survival of the
Republic: yet their power was necessary to the survival of
France. Nor was it for the Republicans, traditional champions
of the guerre a outrance against the enemy beyond the Rhine, and
of national defence by levee en masse, to withhold any power
from the nation in arms.1
This vital difference between the clerical problem and the
military problem goes far to explain that watershed in the his-
tory of the Republic which falls between 1905 and 1914, and
which has been already described. The clerical problem could
be solved by simple organization—by separation of Church
and State (achieved in 1905) and by promotion of the ecole
unique. The military problem could not be so easily solved;
for even the cultivation of good Republican generals did not
prevent the growth of an authoritarian professional caste,
hostile to parliamentary control by the very nature of its
technical training and discipline, yet ever more exacting in its
demands in face of the growing international tension between
1905 and 1914. It was inevitable, especially after the Dreyfus
affair, that men of the Left should tend towards anti-militarism
and pacifism. The support of the great financial and industrial
oligarchy for the authority to which it owed so many orders and
so much prosperity, linked Army and oligarchy more closely
even than altar and throne had been joined in the earlier nine-
teenth century. The terms 'Right' and 'Left' came to mean an
antithesis quite different from their alignment hi the first half
of the Republic's history. They meant the antithesis between
1 Gf. A. Siegfried: op. cit., p. 107. *Hoche, Marceau, Bonaparte
lui-meme avaient ete revolutionnaires et republicainSj mais les grands
chefs militakes de la troisieme Republique etaient royalistes et
catholiques. II y avait desormais divorce ideologique—mais en France
quoi de plus grave?—entre Tarmee et la Republique, entre la patrie
elle-merne et la democratic.* For elaboration of this problem and its
consequences for democracy in France, see below, pp. 152-163.

